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Dear Editor, 

We previously reported in the Journal of Infection infection-

screening systems based on vital signs. ( 1–6 ) The World Health Or-

ganization (WHO) has reported that lower respiratory tract in-

fections, including pneumonia, were the fourth leading cause of

death in 2016 ( 7 ) . COVID-19 pneumonia, as well as conventional

pneumonia, induces a systemic inflammatory response, ( 8 ) which

is associated with elevated respiratory rate (RR) and heart rate

(HR). Increases in HR are frequently associated with attenuation

of parasympathetic nervous function. Here, we propose a novel

pneumonia screening system (PSS) to monitor changes in parasym-

pathetic nervous function and vital signs induced by pneumonia

pathogenesis. ( 9–10 ) The PSS monitors pneumonia pathogenesis in a

non-contact manner ( i.e. , without using any electrodes) while the

patient is lying in a bed. 

This PSS is composed of a pair of compact Doppler radars (24

GHz, 10 mW micro-output power) installed beneath the bed mat-

tress and pneumonia-screening algorithms ( Fig. 1 ). The PSS does

not adopt thermography for body temperature measurement, since

such individual monitoring over 24 h may raise privacy concerns. 

The PSS monitors parasympathetic nervous system activation,

by means of the high-frequency (HF) component of the heart rate

variability (HRV), as well as the HR and RR. The HF is modulated by

the vagal tone, which is frequently attenuated as the HR increases.

The Mahalanobis’ squared distance (MSD), a non-Euclidean dis-

tance representing the extent of separation between two groups,

is then determined from the three-dimensional distributions of the

RR, HR, and HF before and after pneumonia onset ( 6 ) . The results

shown in Fig. 2 indicate that the MSD drastically increases at the

moment of pneumonia pathogenesis. 

Because the vital signs of elderly patients vary between individ-

uals more than among young adults and middle-aged people, we

adopted the MSD to determine the optimal screening conditions

for elderly patients. The vital signs recorded in 8-hour period are

classified into two groups (anterior half 4 hours (before pathogen-

esis) and latter half 4 hours (after pathogenesis)) to determine the

MSD from the RR, HR, and HF values. 

The PSS algorithms utilize a linear discriminant (LD) function

to detect pneumonia pathogenesis from the maximum MSD value

and the corresponding RR, HR, and HF of each patient. The Z value

of the LD function is expressed as follows: 

Z = a · MSD + b · �RR / �t + c · �HR / �t + d · �HF / �t + e , 
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here �RR/ �t, �HR/ �t, and �HF/ �t are the rates of change in

he parameters over the past 8 hours. 

We conducted a clinical test of the PSS with 19 chronically ill,

edridden patients without pneumonia (12 females and 7 males

ged 42–90 years) for five consecutive days. The participants were

ecruited at Genkikai Yokohama Hospital. During the clinical test-

ng period, two patients developed pneumonia, as diagnosed by

hest X-ray and based on sputum examination. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the PSS. The system does not re-

uire any electrodes to be attached to the patient. Two Doppler

adar sensors were installed beneath the bed mattress to record

ave 1, which contains a respiratory component and heartbeat

omponent. One Doppler radar with higher signal-to-noise ratio

utput signal is automatically selected depending on the situation.

he PSS then separates Wave 1 into Wave 2 (the respiratory com-

onent) and Wave 3 (the heartbeat component). To isolate the res-

iratory component (Wave 2) from the heartbeat component, a

imple moving average (SMA) is calculated from Wave 1 at 0.5 s

ntervals. The heartbeat component (Wave 3) is calculated as the

ifference between Wave 1 and Wave 2. Then, the RR is deter-

ined from Wave 2, and the HR is calculated from Wave 3. In

ddition, the PSS evaluates the time-series heartbeat peak-to-peak

PP) intervals from Wave 3, then the HF component (0.15–0.4 Hz)

f the HRV, corresponding to parasympathetic nervous system ac-

ivity, is obtained by applying an autoregressive (AR) power spec-

rum density estimation. The system displays the HR and RR of a

atient on a monitor at the nurses’ station. The PSS system also

alculates the Z value of the LD function as follows: 

 = 0 . 18 · MSD + 0 . 15 · �RR / �t + 0 . 12 

·�HR / �t + 0 . 001 · �HF / �t − 3 . 

When Z is greater than 0, the PSS indicates that pneumonia is

uspected. 

Fig. 2 shows the RR, HR, and HF of a patient before and after

neumonia pathogenesis as three-dimensional plots. The left plot

epicts the changes before and after pneumonia pathogenesis, and

he right plot shows the moment PSS measured upon pneumonia

athogenesis (shadowed area), during the period for this patient.

he data show that the RR and HR increase, while HF decreases,

ndicating attenuation of parasympathetic nervous activity. 

The most important indices for pneumonia screening, the sen-

itivity and negative predictive value (NPV), were both 100% for

his PSS. Based on these findings, the PSS appears promising for

uture pneumonia screening, potentially in patients with COVID-

9, in hospitals or at home. This system offers unique benefits in

ealthcare as it does not require the use of electrodes and imposes

inimal inconvenience to the examinee. 
eserved. 
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Fig. 1. Pneumonia screening system (PSS) composed of two compact Doppler radars (24 GHz, 10 mW micro-output power) installed beneath the bed mattress and pneu- 

monia screening algorithms. Using this system, the PSS monitors the heart rate (HR) and respiratory rate (RR) of a bedridden patient without using any electrodes and 

displays them at the nurses’ station. When Z > 0 (where Z = 0.18 �MSD + 0.15 �RR/ �t + 0.12 ��HR/ �t + 0.001 ��HF/ �t - 3), the PSS indicates that the patient is “suspected 

of pneumonia”. The dual radars of the PSS installed beneath the bed mattress monitor Wave 1, which contains both the respiratory component and the heartbeat component. 

The PSS then separates Wave 1 into Wave 2 (the respiratory component) and Wave 3 (the heartbeat component). The RR is determined from Wave 2, and the HR and HF of 

the heart rate variability (HRV) are calculated from Wave 3. 

Fig. 2. Left: Three-dimensional plots of heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), and HF (representing parasympathetic nervous activity) before and after pneumonia pathogen- 

esis ( i.e. , pneumonia unsuspected and suspected, respectively). Right: The moment of pneumonia pathogenesis in a patient (shadowed area) identified by the PSS; at this 

point, the RR and HR increase, and the parasympathetic nervous activity decreases (represented by an increase in the HR). 
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